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SCREEN LEGENDS IN A NEW HOLLYWOOD FEATURE FILM HEADING TO
JODHPUR IN INDIA
AFTER THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL 

PARIS - LOS ANGELES - JODHPUR, 28.08.2015, 18:40 Time

USPA NEWS - "Unforgettable", a film with an ensemble cast of veterans like Franco Nero, Joan Collins, Marisa Berenson, and Tippi
Hedren along with Indian actress Mahabanoo Mody-Kotwal, will be shot in Jodhpur, India, next year...

“˜Unforgettable´, a film with an ensemble cast of veterans like Franco Nero, Joan Collins, Marisa Berenson, Tippi Hedren, Robert
Wagner and Debbie Reynolds along with Indian actress Mahabanoo Mody-Kotwal, will be shot in Jodhpur, India, next year. The film´s
American producer Karen G. Cadle says the movie will have an old-world vibe with an Indian overtone.

Talking to the press, Karen G. Cadle said she chose the “˜perfect´ location as she felt India provides romance, beauty, colours and
mystery, as well as the all-important financial viability for filmmakers.

“We are shooting in Jodhpur. We have looked at the location and it is perfect. The shoot will start in January or February (2016) when
the weather becomes pleasant. It will be shot in a heritage hotel, which will actually be the home of my male lead,“� Cadle told IANS
at the D23 Expo 2015 in Anaheim here.

“I rewrote the script for India. It was originally set in Italy, but it turned out that it will work out better if we shoot in India, so I had to
rewrite the whole script,“�

“I hope our film does for India what “˜The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel´ did as that film really brought India under a new light. I want my
film to do the same for India,“� Cadle said.

The film is about an previous filmmaker, who was as soon as massively widespread in the US, however who fell on dangerous luck
and had to depart the place after dropping his fortune. He heads to India as his mom was an Indian and father an Italian.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5038/screen-legends-in-a-new-hollywood-feature-film-heading-to-jodhpur-in-india.html
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